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tor demandS radical change in system
The clues t~ education, he said
are found in our culture. "Our
society is well-organized, efficient,
p r o d u c t i v e and materialistic.
There may be a price for this,
especially for the teacher." he
said.
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Dennis speaks out against
IUhnoded educational systems.
~

classroom and looks
teacher and expects
profound. And he has
to expect a profound

up at the

something
every right
experience.

But what happens? He walks
in and is told where to look,
where to stand, where to walk.
He said even with our knowledge that most of a child's character has been formed before he
comes to school and that he has
been learning all his life.
"We treat him like he is emptyheaded and never learned a thing
in his lifC. Then like they were
dipstick, we put them through
exams and you're educated."
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"A Canadian is a man of OP·
portunism, vacillator, a man of
the work ethic. Canadians are
utilitarian. He is not an aesthetic, man. Look at our schools," he
said, "clean, efficient, functional,
but a bit sterile."
Experiecne, he said, is "immunized, depersonalized." A student is asked to bring in good
pictures of the horrors of war
but it never occurs to the teacher
to lead him to tears over man's
inhumanity to man, he added.
Mr. Dennis asked if we have
not perhaps emphasized the student capture more than h!s freedom. He asked if perhaps we are
losing sight of the fact we have
to choose a place where we will
stand.
..I know this," he said. "Any
state or any society that is a contradictory society with contradictory ideas will produce contradiction in its youth."
"A Canadian is a violent man.
And his education reflects this,"
he said. "Students are strapped,
stood against walls; a woman is
handed a sign saying "washroom"
to carry under her arm in the
hall. We 1 say we teach dignity
and take away her own dignity."

Stressing change and a re-examination by teachers of themselves and their educational system he said learning should be
a personal human individual experience.
"Unless we realize this stu-

dents won't learn much. Learning
will never exist in a class without the aura of love and respect
and dignity. A teacher must lead
a student to look into the unknown for the truths about being
a man even though he may have
not found those truths himself."
He said schools are set apart
like the churches in a solemn,
cloistered atmosphere, "where we
have said when you learn, you
have to suffer a little. Should
it be that way?" he asked.
He felt education should be the
experience where a man learns
to solve his problems, not only
economic, but also the human
ones. "But where in the cirriculum, do I find this?" he asked
"Where do I find the positive
attitudes toward change?"
He said a teacher must develop a critical mind for the benefit of all men along with a compassionate heart. Quoting from
St. Thomas Aquinas, he said this
was the thing education should
do: "Give me the courage to
change the things that I can; the
serenity to accept the things I
cannot change and wisdom to
know the difference."
The educational establishment
is most similar to the military
establishment. "Give me freedom,'' he said, "not bureaucracy;
a place to breed excitement for
freedom and a responsibility to
my rellow man.
"The curriculum should be wide
and flexible and should serve the
individuals as much as possible,"
he said.
When asked about student power and free schools like Rochdale,
he said publically he felt our culture should invite diversity but

personally he should like to have
the opportunity to help pay for
this.
"When you plead for change
plead for all men. Education is
not a place of power for students,
teachet·s or administration, but
students have been forced into
this because that is the way the
structure has been run."
A highschool teacher asked if
all this freedom would encourage disrespect. He answered by
pointing out how slow the people are to recognize that their
deficiencies and disruption comes
from refusing to admit our deficiencies and our problems.
When asked how young, creative people could be encouraged
to go into education, he said
"people out of high school are
given 20 weeks of second rate
preparation and are then asked
to be excellent, but they are second-rate. And a young, imaginative person doesn't want anything to do with it because it is
second rate."

Freshman Election
President
Minden elected ............ 128
Breckenridge .........,. . . . . 79
Reynolds . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75
Levy ...................... 49
Biesenthal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
MacBride . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
385

spoiled votes

3
388

Vice-President
Wagner elected . . . . . . . . . . . 210
Essex •..••............... 170
380
8

.spOOled votes

388

discussion stage

voting rights were not important
in the participation of students in
the departments. Aun implied
that the only students to have a
say in the field of ciniculum are
the fourth year students.

he said. Carroll said, "the only
fields I would not want to see
students participate in are on the
Academic Standing Committee
and the Faculty Petitions Committee."

"S t u d e n t representation by
each department section," he
said "would be helpful in evaluating courses. First and Second
year students could play a role in
this field," he added . ''If students
used per_serverence they could
achieve their goals easier," he
said.

"Students," he said, "wanted a
voice in the departments and the
structure of the university in order to be noticed and recognized."

Glenn Carroll of the School
of Business and Economics said
the school was divided into three
sections. "These are the International Business, Business and
finally of Economics," he said.
"The election of students was
the only way students could be
represented in the departments,"
he said. He added, "students will
come from Honours economics,
one from an Economics major
and three from 2nd, 3rd and 4th
year Business students .
Th.e students in turn would sit
on the council or committee to
voice their opinions on cirriculum

Carroll said he was in favor of
working side by side with the
students and thought that there
would be "little abuse by the stu·
dents of their rights."
"The Sociology Dept. is hindered by the lack of faculty and
the difficulty in achieving faculty," said George Durst, chairman
of the dept. "Until the department grows sufficiently." Durst
said, "students will not be able
to participate greatly in the department meetings and cirriculum."
"Fourth year students will
have a say in courses and evaluation," said Durst. He added he
was "in complete favour of the
set-up and had complete confidence that students could accept
the responsibilities.

photo by Moore

Healey's reform structure will ·
permit greater student participation.
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ostponed e al
A short book reproducing the
findings of the course evaluation
eommittee will be available to
the students soon, perhaps even
as eady as NO'Vember. John Varley, first vice-president of Students' Council, said the main ob8tacle to the publishing of the
book sooner was the shortage o1
hlp needed to carry ollt the
tabulations.
Varley said, "for each of the
mearly one hwndred courses covered, a statistical chal'j; with a
ebort comment will appear in the
book."
When asked about the purpose
behind the evaluation, Varley
eaid, "we do not hope to produce
a eomprehensive text in the- first
edition. We merely want to prove
that a course evaluation of this
type is feasible. Right now, it is
apparent that more efficient
means of gathering the necessary
data will have to be devised.""
Course evaluation came into beJng on this campus last year at
a time when the- quality of teaching in universities as a whole w~s
vnder discussion.
An article in Maclean's Maga»ine which passed universities
such has WLU off as '1ittle more
than mediocre liberal arts colleges" triggered the disapproval
of profs and administration alike.
Profs.- interviewed at the time
generally agreed that unlike some
of the larger institutions "teaching did matter here."
The administration maintained,
"our BAs are as good as any."
It also stated, "we, because of our
independence, are able to keep

enrolment limited and therefore
obtain better student-faculty communication."
Since the student has little
more than these broad statements
to go on when he first enters into
the university system, an evalua,.
tion of the respective courses was
felt to be. a great benefit in promoting a more. personalized ty~
of education, i that a student
could piek a course ot: a lecturer
which seemed tel suit his pel\sonal n~s.
This consensus seemed to be
confirmed by the prefessors when
they were asked to give critical
suggestions towards the evaluation. Only one of the twenty-two
suggestions received over a three
day span was of a critical nature.
The only body which really
criticised the evaluation was the
CUS course evaluation committee. It feared that such an evaluation would lead to the boycott
of classes which were judged to
be of an inferior nature.
The wording of the questionnaire was begun last year, and
took three months to complete.
The committee in charge of the
wording was composed of' Honours Psychology students and
was chaired by Roger Saunders,
then second vice-president of Students' Council.
Saunders, at that time, voiced
the importance of the task of
evaluation to the students: "This
is your best chance to help in
the formation of new policies regarding cirriculum and teaching
methods."

The task of collecting information was then begun. However, it
was never tabulated over the summer.
When asked about what became
of the projeet during the- summer, Varley said, "Steve- Nailer,
vice-president of the senior class,
was supposed to tabulate the original forms. However, he resigned
a-nd due to the little response for

help, nothing was done on the
project."
Varley said, Doug Wardell,
fourth year Psych. student, and
John Kuti, managing editor of the
Cord, have been placed in charge
of the project. They have- drawn
up a form which will be used as
a basis for tabulation. Onee the
students have tabulated the re·
suits of t~ evaluation anQ re-

Just the sort to make you
feel husky, look it, and act it,

too. Come try on a few Star has them in all
kinds of stitches and colors and see what we mean.

from $16.95

rof analyses de
"Le grand Charles" was featured at the Liberal Club meeting
on Wednesday night where Dr.
Ja(!ques Goutor spoke on "DeGaulle: Anarchist to Phophet."
"DeGaulle's ability to agitate
and to formulate his authoritarian type of government appeals
to the French in times of crisis,"
said Goutor. DeGaulle and the
DeGaullists mistrust political parties unions and many organized
political associations and feel that
this is not the proper way of governing. His Jacobean ideals tend
to unite people around instittt:
lions. DeGaulle, the anarchist,
}las no use for student unions
and the so called decision-making
process , Goutor said.
Participation and joint management are the solutions for DeGaulle in fighting "organized"
forms of government and of avoiding this distrust.
"DeGaulle sees France as more
than a country but as an ideal.
The French nation is something
enduring which lasts forever,"
Gouter emphasized.
DcGaulle runs into trouble in
his outlandish statements regarding countries and peoples of the
world. This stems from the fact
that people do not understand
the thoughts and actions of De-

Gaulle underlying these statements.
He sees "France as the centre
of Frenchness," the centre of the
Frenchculture. Frenchmen in the
cultural sense of the word may be
found all over the world. Anyone
attracted to France in DeGaulle's
thinking is considered a Frenchman, even though his ancestry
does not stem from the French.
DeGaulle no longer relies on
colonialism but on "cultural imperialism" as a weapon to influence the culture of his nation
or others. This cultural need
over mere Bodily needs is the
ideal of the prophet DeGaulle.
Since "his feet are never quite
on the ground" many of DeGaulle's rash statements are often misinterperted. His "Vive
Quebec Libre' ' can easily be classed in the classics of DeGaulle's
books.
Surprisingly enough in the cultural connotation these statements become somewhat more
sensible to the non-French world.
In order that the French culture
could move freely throughout
Quebec and Canada, the pro-English or English culture had to
be broken or separated from
Quebec. DeGaulle believed these
people really wanted to be
French, that is, in culture.
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burghers want censorship of student paper
rible" and distributed by "people
on the sick side." The Reeve of
Hespeler said t he newspaper
should have been censored. He
said Couneil should express its
views.
" We want representation of our
views;• . be said. "I think it
should have been censored by the
University of Guelph."
_
He said since they had contributed to the University their
views should be viewed.
Council members were worried
what the students read in the

student arrives

was his thi rd day in

was in England for
and a half. When
he didn't re mai n in
be said. "it was only a
,]ace and I prefer Canit much more willing
direct help."
Into contact with WLU
recommendation of
He had many first
his new countr y.
here," he said
He said . "the Jmmigrabas helped me greatly

with no hesitation, in contrast to
England which I find more impersonal."
Anxious to learn our language,
he said, "I know French, German , some Polish , some Russian,
and of course Czechoslovak. If
one speaks many languages, it is
not difficult to learn another. I
think we must learn the language."
When asked about the comparison between the climate and
the landscape of Canada and
Czechoslovakia, be said, "The cJimate is nearly the same. From
what I have heard from my
friends, it is possible that you
have harder winters and hotter
summers." He added, "Czechoslovakia is not mountainous but has
more rolling countryside, whereas Canada has more forest."
For obvious reasons his many
political ideas are not able to be
printed , but he did feel to have
on \" oi nis obser vations quoted.
"After Dubcek came into power ,
t he Czech people felt much f reer."
He is an xio us to adjust to a
new way of life to which he can
contrib ute intelli gence and enthusias m. "I have onl y come here,
and that's as fa r as it goes. First
I must find a job, and second
some possibility of adapt ing to
the Canadian syste m. My degree
is ·for eign here (He is a graduate
economist) and I must lear n about
your economy. With this training
and my own de gree, I should be
able to find a job."

Ontarion was not what they learned in high school.
Mayor Ted Wake of Hespeler
called the edition a "terrible
thing." He said, "the paper would
have been taken off the news
stands by any morality squad."
Wake assured Council the newspaper was "distributed by people
on the sick side."
Wanting to jar Couneil out of
their lethargy Wake issued a
challenge. He said, "Are we going to sit back and let this hap.
pen?'' Couneil discussed the motion.
Couneillor Westbrook blamed
the government for this being allowed to happen. He called the
Civil Rights Bill "unfortunate."
"Unfortunately the government
has a Civil Rights Bill which pre·
vents bringing these people to
court," he said.
"They should be taken to the
woodshed," he added.
Westbrook also blamed the
courts for not aoting on such cases. "Police are being discouraged
from charging these people for
they won't be convicted in the
courts,., he said. "The courts must
do something before things get
WOt'Se-!"

Council members agreed the
language was foul and the government should step in.
One Council member said, "I
wouldn't want my daughter to

marry one of those university students."
Another said, "they need not
be so radical. I would reconsider
sending my children."
The same member added,
"there ue too many commie pin·
kies on our campuses."
At this point Pat Bowser of the
Ontarion and reporter for the
Galt Reporter rose to defend the
paper.
He ugued the newspaper was
enti'lled to freedom of the press.
"You express your opinions and
we express ours," he said. "The
paper was not forced on anyone."
The town clerk said "it was not
the type of language that should
be used. Thet·e are higher forms
ol expression." He said these
forms are basic and direct.
Earlier, the principal of Preston High School , said be did not
like seeing the paper in the hands
of the juniors.
He said, "university activists
are misguided. They meet tbeir
ends by using the students."
"Their aim in high school stu·
dents," be said, "is a change of
tbe high schools."
The prineipal said he didn't
think the paper should be in the
hands of high school students
"who can't think it over properly."
He called the supplement
"trash". "I told the students to

take it home and show their parents where their money is being
wasted."
Student reaction was mixed.
They said they were told not to
waste time talking about it ia
school.
A girl who refused to be identified said, "The Ontarion expects
too much freedom . The student
wouldn't know what to do witlt
it."
Another said, "we have enouglt
power now."
Some students said they didn't
like the way it cut up the administration.
A grade 13 student said, "it
has some good points but most
of it is sensationalism, and rabble rousing." He said the paper
was not good for the grade !J
classes ' because "they are too
young."
A Council member said at the
meeting, "We have spent all our
lives building a good society anfi
now they try and tear it doWA."
On the agenda was a plea from
the local Family Services ask~
for $590. They have been waiting
for the money for almost 2 years.
Family Services helps needy families in the community.
Council said it would think
about it.
A resolution was passed stating opposition to the Ontariort
supplement.

Architect's conception of new arts building.

Tenders left for new building
DOUBLE-KNIT
SWEATERS,
SKIRTS,
SLIMS

Feshion loves the Italian look, and you wil1 too,
this chic double-knit long-sleeved pull.,. in 100% pure wool. It comes in rich,
~~~Citing new colours, and the clever touch is
tile accentuating Milano stripes in a contrasting
lhade. A neckline zipper prevents spoiled hair·
dos. Team it with a Kitten pure wool Wevenit
llcirt er tapered slims, dyed-to-perfectly-match
llle new Fall colours. At good shops every~

where!
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Waterloo Lutheran University's
new Central Teaching Building
will be built by William Wolfe
Construction Ltd ., of Waterloo,
with completion set for mid.July,
1969.
The University awarded the
contract to the W oUe i\rm 1>n its
tender of $1,3a,297, the lowest
of five received.
Ultimately, the Central Teaching Building will rise seven stories but only the basement service area and the first three
floors will be built now. A feature will be the grouping of departments by floors. The first
floor will house general purpose
lecture and seminar rooms. the
second will be used by the English department and the third will
house the Psychology department.
The building will be of bt"ick
construction with stone features

and trim, matching the new wing
of the arts and science building,
to which it will be joined by a
one-floor coneourse.
Construction of the concourse
will allow for an enlargement of
the student coffee shop, re.tocation of the bookstore and addition of a lounge area for informal student meetings .
In addition, the university plans
to install air-conditioning in the
Central Teaching Building, in the
new wing of the arts building,
and in the library building. Ten·
ders for construction of a plant
with capacity for these areas plus
the proposed new student union
building will be called soon.
"Later, air-conditioning will be
extended into the older portion
ol the arts building with an extension into the proposed Fine
Arts Centre," explained Dr.

Frank C. Peters, university president.
Dr. Peters said completion of
the Central Teaching Building
does not mean that the university is planning for any great
increase in the number of students.
"We have 2,400 undergraduate
students now and we plan to
keep our university population at
this figure, except for small increases of 50 students a year
over the next several years in
the School of Business and Economics.
"The new building will mean
that some temporary classrooms
can be used for other purposes
and that students will find better
facilities when they returR te
campus next September.
"We are not building to eKpan4
- but to serve better."

Kingston alderman gives ultimatum
KINGSTON (CUP) - It. was like
a bad western . Kingston Alderman Kenneth Matthews, set his
chin. straightened his back and
told Queen's University princi{>al
John J . Deutsch "One of us has
got to go."
The two squared off at a city
council finance committee meeting Wednesday (Oct. 2).
The alderman claims the uni·
~:~\.\.-s \.<;, ~t.~~'\""-~ \.~ \a'.>\ \or
its britches.
"That's the reason for the hous-

ing shortage," said "Bat" Matthews. "Every time students band
together and bed down in an
apartment, one of our families is
out."
"Queen's must either slow down
its building program," came the
ut\imate threat, " or move outside
of town."
"Foxy" Deutsch was not willing
for the lasl sb.Q'Nd.Q~""- · \\.~ m~~
common action and told the council it was "an absolute necessity''
for Queen's and the ci.\y to em-

bark on a joint planning systeut
for university expansion.
Mayor Robert Tray opened the
meeting by asking Foxy to produce Queen's "master plan" for
expansion. Foxy said no such platt
existed. The principal promised
though that new buildings woul<l
be higher and less "sprawling."
However, he planted his SQUN
\:~~\.~ ~~ ~"t\~ ~in\: Queen' s
would not move out of town an<l
would not build another complete
campus on city outskil:ts.
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Faculty time bomb
A systematic reorganization of the university was
announced last week by Dr. Healey, Vice-Presid-ent;
Academic. On paper the new ~;tructure looks good,
almost utopian.
What we wonder is whether the implimentation of
the scheme, the most important part, was really ignored
or rather pushed to the back of the list.
In discussions with the faculty and the student~ we
have noticed the constant referral made to the fact
that no ~t system has been decided on as to how the
student~ are to be placed on the different committees.
There is only one department which is more th<1n
half way in having students represented on it"! council~.
And this department was to begin with more liberal or
radical in discussing department policy with the Htudent"!. 'Vhere were the other departments while this was
going on?
The other departments were still in the dark ages
of education and reform. They have, we think, progresRed to a medival stage in their development of a democratic system. But now they have more than their primeval fear to contend with. They now have a glaring
responsibility to comply with the new structure and alPlease Mr. Mcleod
low student"! to break into their world of peace and
authoritarianism. They are no longer expected to nm
their departments and classes alone and unrestricted Dear Editor,
Throughout the age of man,
by the people who require representation and a chance
to decide how they are taught and what they are taught. people have always considered
They are however over a barrel when it comes to how · that their own age is inferior,
that their own type of literature
to get students into their fold.
The originators of the scheme have sat back and ~aid is inferior, and so forth. With the
to the faculty, "OK, boyR. It's your turn." The faculty advancement of learning, multidoes not know what to do with this time bomb which plied by the advancement of perthe administration has given them. Their role is 11ew sonal knowledge (h o p e f u 11 y)
and difficult. We think it is more difficult becau;~e the through a university education;
faculty in many cases doeR not want to give up their one would expect that such a
domain to grasping students.
And where was Students Council president while this scholar as Mr. McLeod (re: letter
dntma was unfolding? We think, since he is supr)O~ed in the Cord of Oct. 4, 1968) could
to speak for the students, he should have noticed the have the foresight, insight and
discrepancy and stood firm until it was rectified. But, plain old vision to realize that
it appears he was more interested in getting some form such false over-humility (insecure
of change underway without thinking of how it is to scorn) is growing "out of vogue."
Really, Mr. McLeod, Waterloo
wo1·k if the students can't get on the committees.
'The Cord would like to see the miracle of effectively Lutheran University or Waterloo
getting students on the committees fairly and demo- University College or "what's its
cratically.
name'' University, as you will, is

Oligarchy apathy
. 'This week the people of Waterloo and the univen;ily
got a chance to hear Mr. Dennis co-author of the HallDennis Report on education. They were also given an
opportunity to ask Mr. Dennis questions about hi:;; revolutionary report and how it will effect society. With
such an opportunity we thought almost the whole faculty and administration would have shown up to li~:;ten
to a report on what is probably the most important
event in the history of education. It appear~; we assumed
too much.
There were some faculty members present and some
administration members. Can we assume from this
small number that the rest of the faculty and the administration does not really care about education
reform?
Although the report was ba~:;ically directed at the
public school system we think the univer:-:ity oligarchy
could have benefited by hearing this educator. We
think they could have asked pertinent questiom; of Mr.
Dennis and to a certain extent resolved some of their
difficulties at this university or in their cla<;sroom. Mo<;t
of the faculty and administration obviom;ly thought
differently.
If the faculty does not think reports like thi~ are
beneficial it should .iuRtify its act:ons by producing a
similar report on their ideas of education.

a highly respected school for most
subjects taught in its hallowed
halls. Just apply to further your
education, or apply for a job and
you will discover, ''Yes Virginia,
there is an education at WUC."
Your humble attitude is touching
Mr. McLeod - touching, and fortunately for you, unwarranted intellectual v~cuum.
Gwen Davies, Hon. Arts IV

What about
CUS funds?
Students Council,
Waterloo Lutheran Unhersity,
Waterloo, Ontario.
Dear Council Members,
I should like to thank Council
for its recent gesture in extend·
ing the use of its publication facilities to me for the purpose of
printing points of view pertain·
ing to the CUS referendum; also,
that Council underwrote 50% of
the cost of the paper materials
used as well as making available

foro
the services of its secretaries for
the typing and printing involved.
Now I should like to ask Council to consider four questions
which I think may be of relevance
to the "tidying-up" process connected with the results of the re·
cent referendum.
The first question and problem
a rea is:
1. Whereas CUS is no longer

recognized as an association having any validi1y for the majority
of students at WLU, ar,d whereas
Council now has no responsibi lity
in recognizing CUS on behalf of
the majority of students, due to
the nature of Council's authority;
then will Council clarify its fu.
ture orientation of policy in re·
gard to CUS.
In particular:
(a) Shall there by any future
communication with CUS, and if
so, for what reasons?
(b) Due to the nature of the
referendum's result, does Coun·
cil have an opinion on the rights
of the minority, and their interest
in CUS?
(c) If the Council considers (b)
positively (Le., recognizing the
rights of the minority), how shall
their rights be protected?
(d) With whom does the initiative lie for a hypothetical re-entry
into CUS, and how does Council
view t he question of when the
~inority becomes the majority,
etther latent or open?
(e) Are there sufficient grounds
for a resolution to be passed on
this rpatter?
The second question Is :

2. Does Council have any aspir·
ations to seek another form of
association with other universities in Canada'?
(a) Does WLU want a new type

tal area?

sity?

s fru

group?

g~n izat ion

.

fee was artuall)
also, the refe«
beyond a doubt II
Allowing for
dure as taken
of its constttu
from the studen
for Council's de
of the sa1d
until the ref!·r~om.
the question of
now clearly e~J
must act.

Save Willison
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Peter Warrian: an analysis
By Garr

.nftrrndum ques-

tion must be based upon a mixlure of the foll owing means: (i)
a preliminary write-in preference
m<'thod: (ii) a survey of student
opinion : (iii) a final consideration
of th<' preliminary steps suggested must be unanimously supported by council , and accompanied
by an official public notice to inform the students of the Council's
final consideration ; (iv) that Council's unanimously approved draft
proposals be submitted to the
CEO and hence to a referendum
open to all students eligible; (v)
that Council act quickly and implement the results of this referendum.
Although the foregoing proposed procedure may seem to be
compltcated, it must be remembered that the orrginal referendum regarding the withdrawal
from CUS put the onus on the
students. I believe the onus is
now on the students to decide the
question of their levied CUS
funds. The onus is on the Coun·
cil to start the necessary mach·
inery in order to let the students
decide. I trust that Council will
carry out its duty in this respect
thereby exercising the reasonable
use of its mandate.
4. I would also question the relationship of this CUS referendum
and its ramifications for the proposed revised constitution. There
may be factors of vital interest
for the constitution which have
arisen out of this referendum is·
sue. which have a vital bearing
on the principles of the constitution's existence.
Thank you for receiving this
letter and considering this pre~entation of a vital student issue
now of concern to all of our student body.
PAUL HERTEL.

frustrated
's res·idence
Hammer said, "The outside
thermostat on the northside of
the building senses the outsioe
drop (rise) in temperature three
hours ahead so that the heat goes
up before it gets hot." He said
"opening windows affects the heat
slightly but not i_mmediately."
Roach said, "One could open
the dampers on the radiators to
lessen the heat coming into the
room. But closing dampers frequently results in damage."
He said, "a portable humidifier
is available from the Nurse at
Health Services to de-humidify
stuffy rooms."
Hammer said, "The building
has been heated by radiant heal
set at 99.2 (in sub-zero at 120 F
radiant temp.) which gives limit·
ed heal." He said, "It takes a long
time to get a building heated to
set temperature stays constant
for a long time and cannot be
regulated.
Mrs. Moore said, "the reason
the heat was turned on was because of complaints that the
buildings were too cold." However every woman interviewed
said that it was not too cold.
Mrs. Moore said, "all buildings
on campus were heated and
could not be regulated as in a
house but must either be off or
on."

Williso Hall
·~Y»»»>~

PETER WARRIAN :
AN ANALYSIS

"Pet er Warrian only looks like
he has a football for a h ead . . • "
I've been sitting in Ottawa now
for the past m onth reading this
kind of trivia about the young
lad who, as president of Cana·
dian Union of Students, has made
h is mark in the world not because he yells revolution, not because he rapes and pillages, and
nDt because he wears hush puppies.
P eter Warrian has become as
common a household word as
Ausohwitz not f()r what he ~ aid
but for what Canada thought he
said.
That boy Warrian , who has had
more invitaUcms to get out of
Canada than Charles de Gaulle
ge ts heat ra·s h, and suffers nervous spasms every time he drives
by the Eddy Match company.
And if confronted with a burning building he would, no doubt,
give birth or drop dead.
HDw anyone could change his
image from a slightly over-weight
ex-seminary student to a fire
breathing reincarnation of Che
Guevera , sans facial foliage, was
at first beyond me.
But it happened.
The reason or course was that
the media , because of social pressure, were forced to overlook the
essence of Warrian's speech.
I can honestly say the me·s sage
I heard in Guelph as it spilled
from fair Peter's parched lips
was the moot scintillating rejection of Catholic doctrine ever
delivered in this country if not
in this century.
Warrian's "State of the Union"
a{jdress, if approached with the
correct analysis, has both profound religious and sexual overtones.
Warrian's sexua•l and religious
repression stems from his long
years as a seminary student. Apparently he rejected that world
foor the less tedious hang-ups of a layman but that hasn't panned
()Ut.

I put it t() you that Peter,
out of frustrati-on , has turned
his perverse oratory talents to
the task of making the Canadian
Union of Students a vanguard
m ovement to break the death grip
of t'he Catholic church on Canadian government and drive the
church out of Canada and back
to Quebec where it belongs.
His plea to the fatcats of student government be·g an : "brothers and sisters" - a remnant of

photo by Glandfie ld

A thoughtful moment.
his days with the church.
Once they get a h old of your
mind they're hard to shake off
and I can only sympathize with
Peter.He continues: " . . . this is your
thing, let it all hang out.'' Time
to pause for a bH of close reading.
It would appear that Peter
Wan-ian, the Sancho Panza of the
Canadian student movement, has
asked his followers to reject their
Iife of dedication to a spiritual
cause, as he once did, and revel
in carnal delights.
The W()men's manifes•to at six
o'clock in t:he ayem on the final
day of the oonference calling
for the liberation of washrooms
was a first step along the road
to bbe Warrian State.
Warrian's referen~ in his
speech to burning, so often misquoted, is a further rejectLoon of
Catholic dogma. The analogy of
building as body and body as
temple ()f God is common to
Christian m~taphysics.
He is not asking us to deshoy
something made of bricks and
tax dollars. He is challenging a

basic doctrine of the Church
founded on the statement of
Saint Augustine: "It is better to
m arry than to burn."
It is this statement that led
the Wife of Bath to a life O<f
questionable restraint and the
Catholic church to its present
stand on birth control.
Peter Warrian is not to be ridiculed for his stand . He is a
product of this SIO'Ciety, a society
dominated by religious bigotry.
But it is to be seen whether
he can erase the footsteps of the
last great Peter, founder ()f the
Catholic church.
That man can be remembered
for exacling funds from his follow-ers, despite the instructions
of Christ, and putting those who
would not pay to death.
Our Peter has based his movement on more solid ground than
a fistful of platitudes and a rock.
You can't knock sex.
And so we see Peter in a new
light, not as a thrill seeking jock,
but as a man who has come to
the realizatW.n that marriage and
burning are both hell if you can•t
mess around a bit on the side.

Right wing self destructive
The Right Wing Loyal Opposition, according to organizer Robert Brown, second year math student at the University of Waterloo, is a self destructive organization.
In an interview with the Cord,
Brown said he hoped his group
does not last.
"We formed because of the
New Left group on campus which
is giving the students a bad
name," he said. "We hope our
group will not last for too long.
We will dissolve when the Left
does."
Brown said he had many people
call and say they supported the
group but "not many have given
their time." "I think many more
people are in favor with what we
are doing. I don't think many
students really back the New
Left," he said.

According to Brown the "ignorant public does not see any difference between apathy and support." He said he decided to opp<>se the Left because of this.
The organization began two
weeks ago. Brown said he has
taken on the responsibility of
publicizing its platform.
"I spent $8 on the flyer we
handed out and some money on
ads." He said he has not asked
for any money from the Students
Council.
Brown said he does not want
his group to become an extremist group. "People turn away
from large goals with left and
right wing groups," he said.
Brown claimed the sit-ins and
othe.r demonstrations sponsored
by the New Left make violence
inevitable. He said it is the New
Left that causes the violence.

"We support the goals of the
New Left," said Brown. "We
don't agree with them however
that the ends justify the means,"
When asked if the Right wing
would ever join with the Left,
Brown said only if it were on
some committee. He said he
agreed with the Left that the
Administrative structure of the
university should be changed. He
did not agree with the Left that
the faculty is not promoting a
better communication with 'the
students.
"I think the faculty is trying to
communicate,'' he said. "We are
only interested in our university."
The Right Wing group is thinking of starting a_ newspaper to
oppose the Chevron the U of W
paper. Brown said the Chevron
is not a representative newspaper.
He added "it is not doing its job
in reporting the news fairly."
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Authority on Soviet affairs
discusSes Czech reforms
On Thursday, Oct. 3, Harry
Schwartz spoke before over 300
people in 1El. In the course of an
hour's speech, he was able to give
the audience an inside view of
Russian affairs, especially as they
pertained to the Czechoslovakian
crisis.
Mr. Schwartz was introduced
as one of the most noted authorities on Communism and the Communist world. He has been writing for the New York Times since
1947 and has been its expert on
Communism since 1951.
Describing the recent Czechoslovakian crisis, Mr. Schwartz
compared Dubcek to a Czecho-

slovakian Daniel Johnson. He also
said that the election of Dubcek
in Czechoslovakia was analogous
to an election of a .Q.egro in the
USA.
Breshnev, he said, was able to
keep a tight control on Czechoslovakian affairs, hence no trouble erupted. But with the freedom that Dubcek brought in,
newspapers flourished and a more
accurate picture of the Soviet
party machine was portrayed to
the news-hungry Czechs. Because
of this enlightenment a cry went
up among the Czechoslovakian
people for justice.
Suddenly, after 20 years of oppression, journalists started tell-

ing people the truth.
Nobody was allowed to do what
they wanted under Breshnev's
brand of Socialism. Dubcek wanted a socialist-democracy without
intervention from the Secret Police. The Czech people wanted
another party so that they could
vote for or against Communism.
This loosely-organized freedom
in Czechoslovakia suddenly became solidified in the face of the
Soviet invasion.
However, since there were 650,000 Warsaw Pact troops in
Czechoslovakia, even the brave
resistance put out by the Czech
people had no hope.

• •
•
Liberation 130: Slt·ln
cont1nues
The following feature was written special for CUP by Brunswickan staffer Gary Zatzman. On
Tuesday (Oct. 1), he visited Liberation 130, the room where Professor Norman Strax and his studen supporters have been sitting
in since last Thursday in defiance
of a C'Ourt injunction to have
Strax removed from the UNB
campus.)
LIBERATION 130:
A STRATEGIC OUTPOST OF
CO-OPERATIVE SOCIAL
DEMOCRACY
By GARY ZA TZMAN
The Brunswickan special to
Canadian University Press

-

"Join the American revolution
fight the draft"
"Girls say yes to men who say

no"
Posters; mattresses; peopie;
guitars; food supplies ; soup boiling over a bunsen burner. Cigarette smoke has become an airsubstitute . Some sit outside Liberation 130 to breathe every now
and again. A commissionaire,
sometimes a university-paid security policeman, peers around
the corner of the corridor just checking.
The place is Loring Bailey
Hall , the Physics and Biology
Building on the Frederiction campus of the University of New

Brunswick. The time is anytime
between Thursday Sept. 26 and
today, Tuesday Oct. 1. Liberation 130 is the office of Dr. Norman Strax, temporarily suspended from his duties as physics
professor on Thursday morning
(Sept. 26). The people in and
around Liberation 130 want, at
the very least, only that Strax
be justly treated, reinstated and/
or given full explanation by the
administration (and / or board of
governors) for his suspension.
At the very most, some of the
protesters want the board of governors democratized (i.e. representative of all segments of the
New Brunswick public). They also want faculty hire-and-fire procedures democratized.
The demonstrators a r e a n
ideologically het e r o g e n e o u s
group. Some are New Leftists;
some are SDS radicals; some are
liberal democrats; some social
democrats ; some democratic socialists. Some of the demonstrators are ideological conservatives;
they are protesting the arbitrary
suspension of a faculty member
by an oligarchic, politically irresponsible elite.
Some simply feel Strax is a
teacher significantly more competent than his predecessor or
immediate colleagues.
All decisions at Liberation 130
are democratically voted upon.

This I'eporter watched on, taken
by surprise, as the thirty or forty demonstrators took a vote on
whether to allow access to a CBC
newsman.
Liberation 130 cannot exactly
be labelled an ivory tower out
of touch with the world. If anything, it is too close to it - only two storeys from the ground.
Anti-Strax intimidators demonstrate outside the window of Liberation 130, at various times in
the evenings after the building
is closed. At this time of day,
there is only one entrance to
Liberation 130: by rope through
the window, as the building
doors are locked and guarded.
Anti-Straxists have, at various
times in the last five days , intimidated people desiring to join
Liberation 130 by hurling cheese
and eggs at them and the window (last night,) or by grabbing
the rope, before those inside can
haul it in, and cutting it into
souvenir shreds (last S u n d a y
morning).
Strax has been summoned to
appear in court in St. ,Tohn (68
miles south of here) at 9 am
Wednesday, Oct. 2, on a charge
of conten1pt of court. He refused
to comply with an injunction
presented him Monday morning,
ordering him to end his demonstration and vacate his office in
Bailey Hall.

STUDENTS SAVE
ON EVERY PU

Take up to a yeer to pay!
Deferred payment plans te
suit your budaetl

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS COURSE

Hey There!
Why Not Make like An Elderly Boy Scout and

$100, pay $2.00 weekly

WEAR IT TODAY!
PAVON
CONVENIENT
CREDIT TERMS.

Free

''BE PREPARED''
WE CAN TEACH YOU:
CLASSES HELD
• To Study More Effectively
IN KITCHENER
• To Read 3-10 Times Faster
• To Cut Out Formal Note Taking

IN FACT TO BE A BETTER ALL ROUND STUDENT
We're Trying
We're Tax Deductible
We're International

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
41 King William Street, Hamilton

Call 525-5630

Stores in Kitchener, Galt, Guelph, St.
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faceless man: an eulogy for Daniel Johnson

SAVE

PURC

that threatened to upset the old
authority structure.
Here is the spiritual home of
the French Cap.adian elites that
allied with the authority of the
Church to keep French Canada a
r ural, silent and f r i g h t e n e d
people.
Here, the French Canadian
business interests that ratified
the Confederation pact because it
promised to protect their ascendancy, have their real home.
Here is the birthplace of the
nationalism Daniel Johnson represented - a nationalism based
on "survivance", the survival of
his people in the sea of AngloSaxons.
"SurviYance" was the basis of
Daniel Johnson's politique.
It is true when his defenders
say "He spoke for his people" possibly no other French Canadian leader except D u p l e s s i s
could attune himself to the nature of his people's fears, and
anxieties.
Maurice Duplessis "protected"
his people from ''les politiciens
d'Ottawa," and Daniel Johnson
carried forward the same dynamic.
A politique based on survival,
some will say, is by its very definition reactionary.
Whatever adjectives historians
may attach to l'Union Nationale,
its power was unique. It was a
party of power, whose sole pol• icy was the acquisition of power.
As a government, its role was
the preservation or exercise of
that same power.
Power is essential to la survivance.
To the families who live along
le Chemin du Roy, families who
have voted for the same party
because their grandfathers have,
policies mean little, and separatism is just another big word
created by the radicals in Montreal.
They voted for Daniel Johnson
- they transferred their power
to him so he could defend
them. Daniel Johnson's power did
not have to be exercised, he did
not have to reform the society he
ruled over. His power just had to
be there as a sentinel, for the
time when he would have to defend his people from inundation
by the sea of foreign languages
that frighten French Canada.
And so, Daniel Johnson defended his people. in the same
way Maurice Duplessis protected
them.
His people feared being broken
up. feared losing the basis of
their cohesion. So the National
Union kept the people together.
In the thirties. forties and
fifties, the party held the people
together by keeping it in the
country-side, by fighting to retain the traditional rural authority.
The Union Nationale government's public philosophy, the
historian Ramsey Cook wrote,
was "a nineteeth-century capitalist's dream": foreign capital was
invited to a province with enormous natural resources. stable
goyernment, low taxes, cheap and
unorganized labor.
Duplessis fought federal welfare policies as infringement on
proyincial rights, but rarely did
he offer any alternative policies
of his own.
Daniel Johnson was born in
Dani,ille, a hamlet but a few
miles from the mining town of
Asbestos, which burned its name
onto the pages of French Canada's social history.
Asbestos, like the other bitterly fought strikes of the forties
and fifties brought out the Union
Nationale's true colors.
In these labor disputes, the
Union Nationale openly identified itself with foreign capital
against French Canadian labor.
The enormous under-representation of urban areas in the
provincial legislation meant that

the Union Nationalc had little to , a litany of a strange biblical
who owns Blue Bonnets.
fear from the votes of angry past: St. Charles de Grondines,
And in the crowd that stared
trade unionist~.
Ste. Anne de la Perade, St. Ig- as his closed coffin was carried
Despite its reactionary policies,
nace de Loyola, St. Suplice . . • up the steps of the Criminal
Duplessis's machine never failed
Then we would have seen the Court building, past the Doric
to win re-election through a com- faces of another French Canada. pillars, into the marble-tiled anbination of electoral corruption, The small town mayors, parish teroom, some faces would bepersonal charisma, and an ear priests and notaries.
come recognizable. Fa c e s of
Then the cortege would have what the French Canadian workfinely-tuned to the frustrations
passed the "Player's Please" bill- ers disdainfully label "le circuit
of French Canada.
Duplessis skilfully used nation- board just outside Batiscan, Che- cocktail" - the Outremont cockvrolet ad on the westbound lane tail circuit of the middle class
alism as a shield to protect his
conservative policies in the sham near Champlain, and the peeling lawyers, notaries and businessbattles he fought against Ottawa. "Buvez Coca Cola" signs over men.
They'll take Daniel Johnson's
. For over twenty years, silently the roadside stands .
body
to St. Pie de Bagot today
in the back benches, and silently
Then some of the faces would
(Monday) and carry it through
in the front benches, sat the man become clearer - Gilbert Ayers,
the rural Eastern townships.
they buried in Si. Pie de Bagot the lumber magnate who built
But, although the people will
Monday.
himself a grotesque Grecian man- pause at the roadside and reDaniel Johnson didn't seriously sion in Lachute, a town which
move their caps, making the sign
alter the politique of his Chef.
he virtually owns, and where he of the cross, they won't think
Johnson was a more honest is in the process of crushing a
man, a man personally liked by strike among his factory work- too much of what Daniel Johnall who met him, including cyn- ers, who earn 65 to 70 cents an son represented to them or anyone else.
ical legislature press corps. He hour.
Nor will they care about Truwas a man gifted with more perAnd Jean-Louis Levesque, one
sonality and intellectual depth of the few French Canadian mil- deau or Levesque or Bougalt.
This is October, the frost is
than Jean Lesage.
lionaires, owner of the Dupuis
When he came to power June department stores and the man setting in, and French Canada
has a harvest to gather.
5, 1966, the old party hacks came
for their share of the pork barrel, revelling in the return of the
AZAZAZAZAZAZAZAZAZAZAZAZAZAZ
good old days. But Daniel John)>
N
son did not re-institute the pat)>
Polonius'
advice
to
Laertes
was
ronage and corruption of his preN
decessor, he initiated a subtler
" ••• Neither a borrower nor a lender be •••
)>
politique.
N
)>
.Johnson virtually c r u s h e d
BUT IF YOU MUST
N
three strikes during his two-year
)>
term in office: the hospital workN
)>
ers', bus drivers' and teachers'
RENTAL
N
(Bill 25).
)>
CENTER
Now his party is in the pro184 Weber St. N. Phone 578-3870
cess of crushing a potentially
very dangerous strike _
the
REASONABLE
N
RATES
Liquor Board workers.
AZAZAZAZAZAZAZAZAZAZAZAZAZAZ
And Daniel Johnson took his
trips to New York, to attract
foreign investment, and to placate fears of separatism. Daniel
Johnson gave the tax concessions
to foreign industries, promised
them the support of his government in any labor dispute. He
continued selling the natural resources of this province to outside interests.
That is the basis of National
Union economic policy, that is
how they create the prosperity
essential to the maintenance of
their power. That is one of the
logical corollaries of the "politique de la survivance". The
other is independance.
So they should have carried
Daniel Johnson's body over the
Chemin du Roy, through the villages and hamlets that read like

Borrow it from A to Z

;;!

GROOIYIING '68

Students get 11
senate seats
MONTREAL (CUP) - A reporrt on university gJJvernment
has suggested that Sir George
Williams University students be
granted 11 seats out of 56 on
a new roconstituted senate.
The university council committee on university government also
suggested inclusion of some 18
faculty members, giving faculty
and students a majority on senate.
The rest of the senate would
be comprised of 13 adminislratoll'S, seven chairmen o.f senate
committees, four members of the
board of goYernors and three
alumni.
The recommendations were
part of a thirty page report ana
are not for immediate implementation but rather intended
as a preliminary position.
Vice-principal Douglas Burns
Clarke emp·hasized that students,
student orga·nizat1~ns and faculty
members would !Je provided with
opportunities to discuss the repol't and suggest changes.
"Not until everyone in the
university has a chance to study
these proposals and make their
opi-nio.ns known will any action
be taken," he said.

It's casually correct,
when the sport coat for campus is one like
this. Our selection of patterns is very wide,
now, and nicely coordinated with odd
trousers of equal excellence. Groom ~oon,
at our traditionally modest prices,

ROSS KLOPP
LTD.

WATERLOO SQUARE

~.
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PUS SOU D-OF
What's birth control to you ,?

Jon
Deveth

Ted
Ruddy

Arts II

make-up student
I use 1t or I don't go to
university.
My wife agrees 100%

"'Relieves my"migralne
" headaches.

Blake
Storms

Jennifer
Buder

Arts II
Ask Val Schmidt ..•
about the bucket seats.

Arts I
I can't write wb n
I'm hungry.

Pat
Burnett

Diane
Hoskins

Arts I
My mother storminl! dowu
the church aisle.

Arts Ill
I've never asked him.

I
I
I
I
I.

HOMECOMING

Attention

I.

HOMECOMING '68

I.
I
I.
I .•

Saturday, Oct
DEADLINE FOR AP
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

To WLU cO'me Malka and Bremt,
To make the Homecoming Concert a show,
Of such splendour, such exCitement, such tone
We guarantee ycru'll not want to go home
Malka her talent is charged. and aglow.
Beyond description is the guitar of Breau.
T. A., eight-thirty, October eighteen
The ccrncert is where you should be seen!

The Homecoming concert this year will vary
greatly than those of past years. Maika and Lenny
Breau will be performing in a theatre of the round
seating. The sound system has been greatly expanded using a reverberation system for the first
time at WLU. A unique and exciting concert that
no one should miss!

PLEASE BE SURE TO KEEP
Torque Room or in Board of Pulla
downstairs in SUB

MORROW
CONFECTIO ERY
103 Uni versity Ave. W.
POST OFFICE
Groce r ies - Sundries
DePOt for

BELMONT CLEANERS
& TAILORS
Phone 742-2016

-RECORDS:==

Miss W.l.U. '68

NEEDS YOUR VOTES
Tuesday, October 15
Outside lE I

10 a.m. -

4 p.m.

Popul ar, Classical,
Jazz, Folk, etc.
(Special orders given
prompt attention)
STUDENT DISCOUNT ON
LPs 15% OFF LIST PRICE

George Kadwell Ltd.
Waterloo Square, 744-3712
Fairview Park, 742-1831

AR

P.,.Nifte
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Communication

1NN

FAMOUS FOR CHINESE FOOD AND AMERICAN CUISINE

Recently .Renovated.

Liceneed ·Under LCBO

This is 4 weekltl featuf'e giving tke re~es of ·leadifi.g member!
of the admm~trati<m a"d jGC1tlttl to reletxmt questions of societ11
'especiall1f those relating ~ this 14nivenitt1 atid to educatiOMl pra~
tice and philosoph!/.

Take Out Orders and Reservations
Phone: 7 42-4488, 7 42-4489

This week's Communic!ation is with Dr. Jacques R. Goutor1 Chai..
man of the History Department. •
In former y-rs the c-unicetion b.tw"" the faculty and the
edministration h•s not been t - open, Do you thiftlc: with the new
administration the dialogue is better?
I think t!Mre tt.s been a vast improvement and it tt.s to do with
tiM new people in oHice. TIMy stepped in at a difficult time and
gave us a sense of direction.

Corner Weber and Br idgeport Road

FAIRVIEW
PARK

We are now moving again •

•
KliCHENER

WHY. SHOULD YOU PAY HIGH PRICES
FOR TOP-QUALITY REfERENCE BOOKS?

I ...
I
I
I
I
I

COLES huge technic-' and reference book depertment has the finest selection of titles you'll find anywlwtre,
at 1-, 1- prices students appreciate! Here are just a few!

e

ELEMENTS OF PHYSICS, Short ley and Willia ms. A
oomprvhensi ve red'erenee work on the whole of cla ssical p.hyiSics. In cludes de ta iled d evelopment of t hwry
a.n d furmulae appticabie in m echanics, heat, wave

motion •od '"und, tioht, eleot,..city '"d m"'" ''"'"·
928 pa ges. Pub. at 7.95
.. .... ..... ... COLES PRICE 2.49

e

e

ANALYTIC GEOMETRY AND CALCULUS, L ym er M .
Kells. Be·gins with revie w of analyt ic geom et ry atnd
prog~·esses Lo un dersta ndm g of pPinciples of i ntegration a•nd diffocenti ation , calculation of m•ea and
volum e surfaces, series and ordin ary differenti al
equatio ns . Pub. at 8.95
.. COLES PRICE 2.95
INTRODUCTORY COLLEGE MATHEMATICS, Patrick

ShmO•n. Ex•ml ne. oon c.pt of '"' •nd funotion. Num·
ber systems are discussed ext en si vely in f ive ch ap t€<I's.
'I'hJ:Oee ch aptel's are dev oted to a t horoug h explana tion
of groups, Pings an d f ields. A con temporary, u seful
approach to traditi ona l topics . .. COLES PRICE 1.98

I

e

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM. Ralph P . Winch.
A th oroug h di s-cussio n of t he topic from basic theory
to more ad vatllCed. I ncl udes development an d u se of
Gauss' theor em, Maxwe ll's displacement current, and
Maxwell 's theocy. P ub. at 10.95 .. COLES PRICE 2.95

e

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE , Biologi·cal Sciences Cuniculum Study. Cove rs biology in the context of an
experime ntal p oint of view; including d esign of
ex!>er.ime nots . and evaluation ~ d ata_ ill ~t straotes t hese
pnnctples wtth 38 l-a bor atory m vestt gatwn s of b iologicoal subjects. Pub. at 7.95
COLES PRICE 2.49

1.

I
I

FRONTAL LOBOTOMY AND AFFECTIVE BEHAVIOR.
John F . FuHon MD, Yale U n iversi ty. A n alyzes our
presen t k.n•owledge of structure and f u nction Olf central nervous syst em , and a pplicatio n of the knowJed.ge to d eve.]opme nts in surgioal mebhodos f oc r eJJef
of me nta•! dise·ase.

e

THE BIOTIC WORLD AND MAN , Milne and Mil ne.
Pub. at 8.50
..
COLES PRICE 1.89

e

COLLEGE ALGEBRA, M. Ri cha•r dson .
Pub. at 8.25 ......... ...... .. ......... ....... ... COLES PRICE 1.49

CDLES

RANTEEDI

WITH KOFIX BASE, INTERLOCKING

ERG IS THE NAME

$29·95

IS THE PRICE

And College Sports Is The Place:

LECiE SPORTS
743-2638

Is there any real problem with the faculty that causes a breakdown is communication?

II

II
II
I
I

I
I

There is one diHiculty in the fact that the faculty is not orga~~o
ized. In a sense tiM faculty tt.s tiM same problem as tiM students.
TIMre is no rHI student government. That is, real in the senM
that It is meaningful and po-rful. To a ..sser clegr" th.l'e isn't
eny faculty government.
I understand the decision meking bod;.s of the university are to
be reorganized. Now, if this reorganization of the structure is ca,..
ried out along meaningful lines, toward giving the faculty tiM
power that belongs to it, then you will be a long way in improving
the problem.
I think many solutions could be resolved If you had meaningful
faculty government.
An example of this is the department representation. If a depart.
ment chairman could go to Ballard and ask him to send a number
of students to sit on the committee to look Into any changes then
the students could understand our problems.
I think this is better than having a general meeting and inviting
students. You have to decide how they want to pick representa•
tives and after all this, the movement has disappeared.
A great deal h as been said about the structur e of the un iversitie s
and the educational system. Do you think a p erson ca n get a
broad e ducation in t his system and do you think the structure can
be changed?
It is true that a person can't get a broader education in the
university structure as it stands. But again you can't com p letely
destroy the structure.
I think what is required is a willingness on the part of the
student to spend more time in university to get this broader educa•
tion. But this would require more money. This would mean an ex•
pansion of the financial support.
It is almost impossible to get a better education with some of
the large classes we have now. I would like to have classes of ab out
20 or 25 students and conduct the classes along the lines of a
sem inar. But this would mean more professors to help conduct the
classes. Here is the reil problem.
Are you i n fav ou r of stude nt par ticipat ion in t h e decision mak ing
of t he de partme nts?
Yes, I am in favour of such participation. I think if the students
were involved they would get a real education in the process of
education in the university. Many students don't realize the problems the faculty has in planning the department curriculum.
Do you think the un iversity is playing its par t in society a nd
b ecoming a part of s ociety?
First of all I don't think the university was intended as an institution which should be orientated to the society, because the
three or four years you spend in university is an opportunity for
you to withdraw from , the society and to look at things w ithout
having to suffer the consequences.
I think if the university was fully orientated to society, you run
the danger of losing this isolation. I do think however that some
universities are too isolated from society.
As far as this question of preparation of the student for society
is concerned, I think the main task of the university education is
to give people the basic tools with which you can analyse the
society. I think a course like History is a good way to teach people
how to recognize bunk when they see it.
Do you think the student is being allowed to u se hi s ideas in
the classroom or is he expected to simply absorb what the pr ofessor
dictates ?
The class in which the student participates extensively in many
ways requires more preparation on the part of professor. It requires
more control and more discipline on the part of the student to stay
with the subject. The class can't wander off the topic and end
up discussing Viet Nam which is what usually happens now.
It can be done with the smaller classes. I have done it with
some of my classes. It works well up to a point after which it
becomes so unstructure and vague that you don't discuss things
in depth. You touch on many points lightly. What you wind up
with is a salad.
I agree wllh students that they should have more to say about
what they learn. On the other hand they should recogniz~ t'1at
there is a certain structure to knowledge. Unless the student abides
by this structure he will get something which is empty and mean·
ingless. That doesn't mean you can't try and change the structure.
In Plato's Republic is probably the best teaching method. But
in the structure the students always respect the context and tiM
teacher Socrates follows the same line.
One thing that plays into this is that we are all scared you know,
The students and the faculty are scared because we are all agreed
that changes are coming. We are all apprehensive about the change.
Some face what may come with a resigned fatalism and others with
a good deal of cynicism, which is probably my position. We sweat
over the change like the students.
Our resistance to some of the ideas put forward is a first reaction
based on apprehension rather than on strict refusal. I'm not talking
just about WLU when I say this, this is the case everywhere. I
think this was a big reason in France this summer.
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No Big T ng
by John Kuti
Council meeting, the show of
Ballard wants to hear Moffat.
shows. The best entertainment in
Ensuing fight.
town. All that untapped potential.
El Pres - Shut up Turner.
Ho. Ho. Toastmaster Ballard with
Varley - you're assinine .BalG. Jessel voice, "shut up Moffat." lard.
Liberalvarley roberts rules in
Moffat leaves.
raised hand. A point of personal
In tbe end they got through o/&
privilege. May I leave the room? of the agenda very nicely.
Turner treasurer capitalist
Heard the finaneial report from
the bookstore?
stood corrected.
Passed the sky-diYing club conEl Presidente. I like that when
stitution.
Turner stands corrected.
Listened to a letter on CUS.
Mr. King, entertainer of freshDecided to personally sponsor
ettes wants a new name for the
school. Ballard and Co. assign one of their number on the
Match for Millions.
him fo a committee for study.
Gave Aunger some new duties.
Pam Donohue solicitating for
Sent two people to Washington
WUS. Let's sponsor Miss Donohue
fm· a pair of Greb Hush Puppies to cover a conference on co-ops
and studeft.t housing.
says Kaiser BHl.
To close they all rose and fac'l'urner's for Ballard Marching
ing El Presidente, sang, Stay as
for Millions.
sweet as you are.
El Presidente I can't I've got a
D6n't ever change.
game.
Hisses. Boos.
I also have a pulled groin.
What's that says Turner.
You could have it with a
squashed left teste.
Somebody swore. What are you
bringing h~m up for. He already
owns the school. El Presidente.
Let's sponsor Varley. $1 a mile
and $5 for every pound he loses.
Without Cuss Aunger says I see WUS belongs to ISC which
is a CIA front.
El presidenle. What's wrong
with t he CIA?
Miss Donohue, referring to
Dean of Students as Fred . SilOwman Bill says yo u refer to Fred
as Dean Nichols.
Mary-Jo Kelly not say too much .
Aunger to Miss D. What's about
Pax Romana in your pamphlet?
Voice. That the Roman peace?
Turner. You'd know about Roman pieces.
Lex. Not say too much.
Who's running for Junior
Class Exec? Someone says Laur en
Marshall.
Ballard-Lauren
Marshall's away at camp.
On voting!
El Presidente - I only vote in
case o:C a tie which is the only
tiine the real spil'it of the student body has a voice.
Turner wants to hear Varley on
a point of personal privilege.

THE BICi BROTHER'S
ASSOCIATION
Sincerely Tbanls
THE STUDENTS OF

L
FOR
THE OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION
TO THEIR NEEDS THROUGH

SHINERAMA

World's shortest

CA aptitude

2
1
1

test.

Science money
reallocated
The money earmarked by the
Alumni Association for a telescope dome has been reallocated
ro the new Teaching Building.
When asked if the Science
graduates who had donated had
been consulted about this charge,
Dr. Henry Endt·ess, Vice President : University Resources, said,
"The graduates who contl'ibuted
~ the telescope dome fund were
sent a proposal by the Alumni
Association Executive in June,
1968. It suggested that this money
be reallocated to the new Teaching Building. No one has objected, so the money has been
reallocated. I don't know what
would have happened if someone had objected."
Commenting on the Fine Arts
Cenh·e, he said, "Originally it
was thought that the new Teaching Building would contain all
the facilities that are now being
planned for the Fine Arts Centre and the Teaching Building.
Eventually it was realized that
this would not be possible and
so the idea of the Fine Arts
Centre came up."
Endress did not want to say
mor~ about the Fine Arts Centre
until the committee concerned
had reported to the Board.

D Proble s stimulate e.
D Prohlems upset •
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If you want to earn a r

·

stantly offers new and
new problems to
the Chartered Accountant
The CA has to gra p tbe
different fields, and have
form objective opinion a
He•s more in demand
corporations, non-prof1t
bodies at all levels.
Why? Because the
of business require
gathering, problem-solvin&,
tion of economic informabol.
The CA, for example ·
planning new ways to
He might also be calle4
relative merits of ocial
available resources, helpiDC
renewal program.
So if problems intrigue
aptitude for concentrated
thinking, you might make a
lie accounting finn, in
government. At some
decide to form a firm of
Experience has proven
faculties become su
countants. For more
placement office, a local
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downs Varsity 35-0
fumbled 5 times and wracked up
117 yards in penalties. Varsity
never threatened to score at any
time.

Contributing to Toronto's decline and fall was the absence of
five first stringers through injuries and suspensions. Missing
were all-stars Arnie Carfoote at
guard, Paul MacKay at defensive
hiHback, Alex Tepps at defensive

end, who broke his leg at the
end of the first quarter. Linebacker Bill· Bennett and safety
man Peter Raham were also on
the sidelines.
In the silent Toronto dressing
room after the game, Blues coach
Ron Murphey tried to talk it up.
"We'll beat them. by 36 in
Queen's" be shouted clapping his
hands. But no one was listening.

STUDENT
DIRECTORY
LISTS
POSTED FRI., MON., TUES. ON BILLBOARD
ACROSS FROM TICKET BOOTH
OUTSIDE TORQUE ROOM

Make Necessary
Corrections
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TV E per1ence
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in any field (programming, technical etc.)

PLEASE LEAVE NAME IN
ON CAMPUS MAILBOX (S.U.B. BUILDING)

2
2

CAPITOL WATERLOO
Phone 578-3800

Phone 576-1550

Continuous From 1:30 p.m.

Continuous From 7 p.m.

All Color Show
ELVIS PRESLEY

ORSON WELLES
CAROL WHITE
OLIVER REED

"Stay Away

"I'll Never
Joe"
Forget
What's 'lsname"
"The Singing
,,
Nun
DEBBIE REYNOLDS

Color

Restricted to Perwns 18 & Over

WALT DISNEY DOUBLE BILL RIOT

"THE PARENT TRAP"
"MONKEYS CiO HOME"
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Cinema Scope

Mit'~

~

by Valentine
La · Notte (Italy - 1961)

Michelangelo Antonioni in "La Notte" imposes the
spiritual wasteland of a marriage without JIW)aning upon
hi~!! film audience. He mak~ his impact with an honesty
that is almost cruel. He does this by imme-rsion into
the psych6logieal depths of his charactel'l!l following
their lives ff>r one day, hour upon hour.
There is no plot, only a ~keleton story. A Milanese
couple Giovanni and Lidia.. visit a dying friend in th~
hospital. FoF Lidia the death of this friend will have
gre~ significance. He was the only one te w-hom she
could turn for a soelfleM love not grounded on egoism.
The- relatiO>Mhip was not physical. It was- rather the
worship of a woman by a man who believe« she was
greater than she really was at the time, she only found
him tireoome but when she needs reaseuraBee of her
vibrancy and charisma, he is dying.
Giovanni, the husband, is a. novelist and successful
by popul.ar reading standards, at least. What plagues
him is the fear that he is no longer. capable of writing.
He knows what to write, but not how to write it. He
wants to incite his readers with a passion just as he
imagined he was the progenitor of the passion in the
nwmphomaniac.
After the hospital, Giovanni and Lidia attend a cocktail party at his publisher's. Feeling claustrophobic,
Lidia goes for a long walk. Su~rficially it is just an
ordinary walk. Yet this walk focuses on the loneliness
and emptiness of her life. Lidia passes by symbols of
involvement in life, men laughing, boys fighting, a child
crying but Lidia always remains on the periphery. Just
as the roekets that the young boys shoot off have no
where to go, neither does Lidia. Her walk ends in their
old neighborhood, a last desperate attempt to recapture time past.
·
That night, Giova11Jli and Lidia go to a nightclub
where the sexual vibrancy of the dancing couple contrasts sharply with the dull familiarity of the husband
and wife. At best, Giovanni merely patronizes his wife
with empty smiles.
Later they attend a gala party at the home of a
wealthy industrialist. A nagging question that plagues
Giovanni is the place of the intellect in a materialistic
and mechanized society. The industrialist crystalizes
this conflict in his offer to Giovanni of a position as
corporation historian. A directorship is also part of the
bargain. To the creative artist, this offer would meet
with immediate repulsion. But because Giovanni feels
his creative potential is dormant if at all existent, l1e
hesitates with his answer. What shocks him is not so
much the host's offer but his wife's ca ~mal remark that
he should aceept the proposition. Possibly he now realizes he is at the nadir of his resources and must come
to terms with reality.
At the party Giovann•i pathetically tries to seduce
the host's daughter. She rejects him in ·the ironic consideration of his marriage.
·
Lidia alone and brooding for most of the night, takes
a car ride in the rain with one of the guests. These
moments seem to be her happiest in the film. Yet the
illusion of fantasy prevails. The torrent of rain veil s
the car from many semblance of realitJy making the
figures inside appear distorted by parallax.
As the party ends, dawn is breaking Giovanni and
Lidia stroll out on the lawn. She admits that she no
longer loves him and Giovanni realizes he has given her
nothing. Lidia reads him a love letter reminiscient of
an ideal relationship that was both physical and spiritual. The heartbreaking moment comes when Giovanni
asks Lidia who wrote it and she answers, "You did."
If the censors had not cut it, the movie would have
ended with the couple making love on the grass, forcing
a physical, if not emotional union.
La notte, the night, is that barren waste that only
echoes emptiness and meaninglessness. Antonioni seems
to be saying that the only escape from the darkness is
through knowledge of the truth in its good and bad
entireties. Along with this should also be the acceptance
of our limitations and the shortcomings of others. The
dying friend clarifies this message and his acceptance
in death is to be our model in life.
The acting was deliberately underplayed. The casting
·as perfect in the choice of Marcello Mastroianni and
Jeanne Moreau as the husband and wife. With subtle
techniques, they conveyed the agony and despair of
the couple and summoned the audience into subjective
communion with them.
Antonioni worked an atmosphere with his camera
shot in black and white, a melancholy broods over the
whole film. Devoid of any texture or image of warmth,
a chilling dampness hangs over the movie like a dark
cloud.
The style of Antonioni is like a Virginia Woolf novel.
Nothing happens yet everything happens.
Antonioni once said that he made films instinctively,
more with his belly than with his brain. Let us hope
he continues to follow his instincts and the inclinations
of his viscera. With Antonioni, began new concept in
films.
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sports
by brian crawford

Hawks dropped a close one to the
day. Officiating was unbelieYably bad
was correct on the two called back
that the officiating ha~ not impro1e
as the brand of ball.
We could be lucky becau~e Ottaw
first victory over Guelph taken au
rooms. It seems that Bytown U. u d
er. We're keeping our wire~ cro d

*

•

The Hockey Hawks ha,·e hren
Auditorium t his week under head
Maki has trimmed his training camp
able size but still ha~ about forty pu
Coach Maki, with all hut four o
returning, feels that he has morP n
than last and ha~ th e unen\'iable job
ler ~umber than last year.

•
Photo by Craig

Valiant effort in losing cause.

Football Hawks downed by Ottawa 8-6
Fo()tball is not only a game of
great catches and long runs: it is
also a game of forcing your opponent to make mistakes for you
to capitalize on.
In last Saturday's game in
which the WLU Gol<len Hawks
entertained the U of Ottawa Gee
Gees at Seagram Stadium, the
Hawks made their share c>f long
runs and great catches but committed too many mistakes of their
own, while Ot,tawa playe<i an almost flawless .game. WLU ha<l
~wo touchdowns called l>aek due
~ penalties and Ottawa escaped
with an 8-6 vict()l'y.
The visitors opene<l the scoring in the 2n<l quarter. A 20 yd .
field goal attempt by halfback
Claudio Valle sailed wide and
through the en<l zone fc>r a single
point. Ottawa le<l 1-0.
On their next series of downs,
t!he Gee Gees moved deep into
WLU territory and wi·t h a 3rd
end goal situation from the 3rd
y<l. line quarterback Paul Ba<ldon
pushed over for the score .
Halfback J>i!m Silbye converted
an<l Ottawa movoo out in front
by a score of 8-0.

W1Lh a little more than 5 minutes remaining in IJhe 1st half,
qu,a.rterback Paul Gray ()f the
Hawks hit Doug Strong with a
30 yd. pass for a WLU touchdown. Gray's pass was tipped by
an Obtawa defender on bhe two
yd. line, but Strong made a
gr-eat catch of the ball.
John Kruspe's convert attempt
was no good and the Hawks trailed 8-6.
Throughollll the 2nd bali WLU
had the bette<r (){ the play by
far. However, two costly mistakes erased two Hawk touchdowns.
Al the 6 minute mark c>C the
3rd quarte r , Doug Strong went
aroun<l left end for a 51 yd.
touchdown but the Hawks were
offside on the play.
In the 4th quarter halfl>aek
John Skinner returned an Ottawa punt 70 yards. for a touchdown behin<l some ex-cellent
downfield blocking. However, the
Hawks we re called for cUpping
on the ·play and the ball was
brought baek.
With a little more than 2 min .
remaining in the game, Paul

Gray hit flanker fum MeColl
with a 50 yd. pass, giving the
Hawks good fi eld position. Gray
then mov.e d the ball inllo the ottawa 35 yd. line only to have
the clock ru·n out and cut ()f£
any attempt to score.
Aside from th€ two costly penalties, the GGlden Hawks played
enough to win. 11he off~nse rol·
le<l up a total of 279 yar<ls. Paul
Gray account«~. for 190 yards of
the total by his passing alone .
Defensively, the Hawks played
a soun<l game yielding only 154
yards. Quarterback Paul Padoon
of Ottawa managed to complete
only 3 of 11 passes for a tootaJ
of 17 yards.
This week the Hawks travel to
Windsor for what should be another real tough contest. Wind·
sor, though only in its first season of Central Canada Intercollegiate Football Conference competition, has oome up wi!Jh a 1st
division contende-r. The game wm
be no sure win for the Hawks
by any means, especially if they
continue to make errors like they
did in last week's contest.

Library Science Examination
Thursday November 7 1968
I

I

7 p.m.
CONSULT LIST BELOW FOR CLASSROOMS

Surnames

Room No.

A, B, C

lEI

D
E, F
G, I
H
J, K
l

M
N,O
p
R

s

T, U

--

V, Y,Z

w

library 1
library 2
library 3
2C8
library 6
library 7
2ES
library 8
2C2
2C3
2E6
library 4
library 5
2C4

tu-
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The Basketball Hawks or Howie"
workouts in t he TA and as yl't 1\e
cerning their progresR. Our sharphas promised us some info ~;oon.
Turning to minor sport'\, we han•
working out and the ski team trying

*

•

•

We received word from Coach Kni
Team which was defending OIAA c
show up for a meeting last week and
tournament at Laurentian on the
example of how minor spor\.'1 don t
polished reputation on campu~.

dro

